Given the current circumstances and in response to COVID-19, Warriors Basketball Academy has made the difficult decision to cancel the currently scheduled, in-person Warriors Basketball Camp summer sessions.

While we are disappointed that we will not be able to conduct our camps this summer in their traditional form, we are very excited to still give participants and families the opportunity to experience Warriors Basketball Academy from the convenience and safety of their own homes through the launch of #GSWAcademyatHome Virtual Camps & Private Training.

Here’s a look at the exclusive benefits that each program provides:

**Virtual Camps (Weeklong Sessions)**
- 75-minute daily workouts (Monday-Friday)
- Campers grouped by age (no more than 10 per group)
- Real time feedback and individualized instruction
- BONUS – Each camper receives an additional semi-private 30-minute workout
- INCLUDES AT-HOME KIT! Camp jersey, cones, water bottle, face mask and more!
- *Each June session will feature an appearance by a current or former Warriors player or coach!!!*

**Virtual Private Training (3 & 6 private training bundles)**
- 30-minute private sessions with a Warriors Basketball Academy trainer
- 3 or 6 session bundles with flexible scheduling
- High quality instruction
- Customized workout plan

Our initial slate of virtual camps and private training bundles are now available; however, space is extremely limited. We do plan to add more virtual camps as the summer progresses while also looking forward to returning to on-court activities as soon as possible. To stay updated on all Warriors Basketball Academy programs, please visit gswacademy.com.

We hope you and your family are staying healthy and safe!

Sincerely,

Warriors Basketball Academy
510.986.5310
academy@warriors.com